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Below is a summary of feature highlights of the DataRobot Automated Time Series product. This list of
features is not an exhaustive list of all the capabilities within the DataRobot Automated Time Series product
as DataRobot continuously releases new features and functionality. For a comprehensive walkthrough of all
capabilities and usage details, please see the DataRobot product documentation.
This document does not cover the features available with DataRobot’s Automated Machine Learning.
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Modeling Scenarios
DataRobot supports a variety of supervised machine learning and unsupervised learning problems and can
build large-scale multi-series multivariate forecasting models.

Multivariate

DataRobot supports multivariate modeling that can handle complex effects in
real world use-cases such as GDP, employment rates, and more. It’s possible to
mix different feature types, such as numerical, categorical, and text in the same model.

Single or MultiSeries

series within one model.

Binary Classification

Classify data points over the time based on ‘behavior’, such as “Y”/”N” problems

Supporting models that either include one series or the ability to include multiple

with 2 classes.

Regression

Supports continuous numeric targets for single or multi-series forecasting.

Anomaly Detection

Supports looking for anomalous rows in a time series dataset.

Nowcasting

Predicts what the current value should be, given a historical sequence of events.

Modeling API
DataRobot offers an API for modeling. This allows the integration of DataRobot into production
modeling pipelines.

Public API (Raw)

Documentation for the Public API is Available within the in-App Documentation.

R

A client package for R is maintained and published to CRAN.

Python

A client for python is maintained and available via pip and conda.
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Automated Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
DataRobot’s approach to analyzing datasets and summarizing their main characteristics.

Data Schema and
Data Type

Data Visualization

Data Quality Checks

Feature Association
Matrix

•

Numeric (numerical statistics, mean, standard deviation, median, min, max)

•

Categorical

•

Boolean

•

Text

•

Date and Datetime

•

Currency

•

Percentage

•

Length

•

Histogram

•

Frequency distribution for top 50 items

•

Over time

•

Column validity for modeling (non-empty, non-duplicate)

•

Average value

•

Outliers

•

Feature correlation to the target

•

Forecast vs Actuals

•

Inliers

•

Outliers

•

Disguised missing values

•

Excess zeros

•

Target leakage

•

Inconsistent gaps

•

Lagged features

•

Leading and trailing zeros

•

New Series

•

Infrequent negative values

Supports numeric and categorical data with metrics:
•

Mutual Information

•

Cramer’s V

•

Pearson

•

Spearman Correlation
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Automated Time-Aware Modeling Setup
Automated detection of time in dataset with multiple time-aware modeling options. Highly flexible and
scalable forecasting for real-world scenarios.
Flexible Forecasting
Distance

Macro or micro views quickly evaluate performance on different levels of granularity. Set a forecast
distance to meet your problem statement, whether predicting 1 day ahead or 1000 rows ahead.

Flexible Forecast
Derivation Window

Automated detection for creating a feature derivation windows for lagged features. This can also be

Irregular Support

Ability to model a series of irregularly spaced points in time.

Known-in-Advance

Factor in the effects of events that can influence predictions such as holidays, marketing campaigns,

adjusted by the user for trying longer or shorter lags.

or other relevant moments on a time-series forecast and implementing custom changepoints.

Do-Not-Derive
Capability

For features that have already been lagged or derived (outside of DataRobot), these can be marked

Automated Seasonality
Detection

Automatic detection of intra-month patterns and automatic building of specialized feature engineering

Region of Interest

Identifies areas where a user may have insufficient backtest coverage and then helps improve the

inside DataRobot as do-not-derive features. DataRobot will then not lag these features.

strategies and blueprints to handle these patterns.

data that is sampled for each backtest by adjusting the start and end points automatically.

Calendar Support

Ability to upload calendar files with known events and holidays. DataRobot will then create features
based on upcoming events. DataRobot supports calendars for single series and multi-series.

Optimization Metrics
(Weighted Versions are
Available as Well)

•

Gamma Deviance

•

Poisson Deviance

•

Root Mean Squared Error

•

Root Mean Log Squared Error

•

Mean Absolute Error

•

Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error

•

Gini Norm

•

Tweedie Deviance

•

R Squared

•

Logarithmic Loss

•

Fraction of Variance Explained Gamma

•

Area Under the (ROC) Curve

•

Fraction of Variance Explained Poisson

•

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

•

Fraction of Variance Explained Tweedie

•

Maximum of Matthews Correlation Coefficient

•

Fraction of Variance Explained
Binomial deviance

•

Response rate in the top 10% highest predictions

•

Response rate in the top 5% highest predictions

•

Fraction of Variance Explained Tweedie

•

Mean Absolute Scaled Error

•

Fraction of Variance Explained
Multinomial deviance

•

Theil’s U

•

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
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Additional Model
Specific Optimization
Metrics

Keras Blueprint Also Offer:

Light GBM Also Offer:

•

Hinge

•

Huber Loss

•

Square Hinge

•

Fair Loss

•

Logcosh

•

Theil’s U

•

Kullback_leibler_divergence

•

Binary_crossentropy

•

Quantile Cosine Proximity

Weighting

Supports weights by row

Time-Aware Automated Target Transformations, Feature Engineering
and Pre-modeling
DataRobot automatically creates and selects time series features in the modeling data based on the set feature
derivation window and forecast point. DataRobot automatically detects stationarity and handles non-stationary
series through differencing.

Automated Target
Transformation

Automatic Construction
of Time Series
Features Based on the
Characteristics of the
Data (e.g., Stationarity
and Periodicities)

Automated Feature List
Based on Periodicity

•

Stationarity – Use Automated differencing

•

Offsets

•

Exponential – Use Log transformations

•

Additive or multiplicative models

•

Periodicity detection

•

Lags

•

Differencing

•

Rolling Min

•

Velocity/Acceleration

•

Rolling Max

•

Periodic Moving Averages

•

Rolling Median

•

Cross-series Feature Engineering

•

Rolling Lags

•

Calendar Feature Engineering

•

Rolling Variance

•

Automated window statistics

•

Naive Predictions

•

Automate Text Feature Engineering

•

Rolling Average

•

Feature Reduction per Feature List

•

Rolling Standard Deviation

•

Feature Lineage

•

Baseline

•

Target Derived with Differencing

•

Date Only

•

Target Derived without Differencing

•

No Differencing

•

With Differencing
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Advanced Time-Aware Automated Modeling Strategies
DataRobot blends together classical forecasting methods, machine learning algorithms, and the latest deep learning
approaches. All of these are designed to be scalable. This section highlights the variety of algorithms and additional
modeling strategies DataRobot uses.

Compute Auto-scaling

•

Autoscaling to manage compute while tackling difficult time series problems.

Parallel Model Training

•

Parallel Model Training across large data sets and multiple forecast distances.

Classical Forecasting
Methods

•

ARIMA, VARMA, and variations that support calendar events and Fourier terms.
These are builtto scale to large datasets.

Machine Learning
Algorithms

•

Elastic-net

•

Random Forests

•

Ridge

•

•

Facebook Prophet

Gradient Boosted Trees –
XGBoost, Light GBM

Genetic Algorithms

•

DataRobot Eureqa: proprietary, patented genetic algorithm`

Deep Learning
Algorithms

•

Neural Net Classifier

•

Deep AR

•

LSTM

•

GRU

Multiple Modeling
Methods

•

Integrated Models

•

Per distance models, blenders

•

Ensembling

•

Hierarchical blueprints

•

Forecast Distance Models

•

Series-Scaled GLM blueprints

•

Trends and Decomposition Models (Fourier)

Zero-Inflated Strategies
(Automated Inactivity
or Intermittent
Demand Detection)

Automatic detection and handling of spikes and moments of inactivity. Ability to also

Clustering Strategies

Similarity and Performance Clustering to discover the right groupings of a series in a

manually control thresholds, which is useful with many zero and a wide distributions.

model driven way.

Decaying Weights
Strategies
Customizable
Confidence/Prediction
Intervals

Build models that automatically weigh more recent historical data higher than older
data during training. Supports linear and exponential weight decay.
Set the variance you’re willing to accept in a forecast.
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Automated and Manual Model Ensembling
Automatically create ensembles from several models. There is also an option to blend together models with different
forecast distances.

Averaging Methods

•

Average

•

Median

•

Average by Forecast Distance

•

Median by Forecast Distance

Automated and Manual Hyperparameter Tuning
Every model has different hyperparameters that need to be tuned for good model performance. DataRobot runs
a DataRobot designed pattern search that is customized based on the characteristics of the dataset, optimization
metric, and algorithm to select the hyperparameters of each algorithm. This method allows for accurate and fast
hyperparameter tuning compared to traditional grid search.
The hyperparameter tuning results are available when you expand out a model and go under the ‘Advanced Tuning’.
In this screen, you can also test out whether other values beyond the grid search would improve the accuracy
of a model. Selecting new hyperparameters will create a new model on the leaderboard with details on the
hyperparameters selected.
Hyperparameters are available for all models. Every tuned model gets a unique immutable identifier to allow for easy
experiment tracking.

Automated and Customizable Backtesting
Time-aware backtests, time series equivalent of cross-validation with built in time-sensitive guardrails.

Automated Backtesting

Testing based on time periods or durations instead of random rows to achieve the
highest possible accuracy and prevent unintentional model overfitting or cheating.

Customizable
Backtesting

Recommend Gaps
Automatically

•

Number of backtests – Configures the number of backtests for your project, the
time series equivalent of cross-validation (but based on time periods or durations
instead of random rows).

•

Validation length – Configures the size of the training and testing data partition.

•

Gap length – Configures spaces in time, representing gaps between model training
and model deployment.

•

Force backtests - Sets whether to use duration or rows as the basis for partitioning.

To ensure more accurate forecasts, Automated Time Series may now recommend a
gap between training and validation data.
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Time-Series Model Performance Evaluation Strategies
Adjust and enhance accuracy of time series models using a variety of methods.

Evaluate and Adjust the
Accuracy of Models

•

Lift chart

•

Forecasting Accuracy

•

Feature Fit

•

•

Accuracy Over Time

Forecasts versus Actuals (showing
multiple forecast distances)

•

Series Accuracy

•

Partially Labeled Anomaly Data

•

Series Insights

•

Anomaly over Time

•

Stability

•

Anomaly Assessment

Visual Modeling Explainability and Interpretability
Quickly and visually evaluate time series models, blueprints, feature impact, and more.

Visual Aids of Models,
Plots and Model
Parameters

•

Feature Importance

•

Coefficients

•

Partial dependence plots

•

Coefficients with forecast distance selector

•

Explanations

•

Residual plot statistic Durbin-Watson test

•

Model Parameters

•

Anomaly Assessment Insight

Deployment Options
Easy and flexible model deployment based on your needs and ensure that models created can easily be put into
production and deliver value.

REST API

Automated and containerized API deployment ensures the mobility and scalability of your model,
easily slipstreaming into any of the heterogeneous systems your business depends upon.

Standalone Scoring
Engine

Separate staging and production environments so that models can be tested and implemented in
a stable, isolated environment. The Standalone Engine has the capability to run imported models
without ever touching the development server from which they were exported.

Code Export

Scoring code allows for the exporting a java jar file of a model.

Prediction Write Back
or Export

Write back predictions into a database, or export predictions or feature impact, and feature effects.

Docker Scoring Engine

Portable Prediction Server provides a docker container of a REST API prediction server that supports
DataRobot’s governance and monitoring capabilities.
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Model Monitoring and Management
Ensure the health of your models once in production.
Model Health

Automatically quantify model stability over time to understand if/when
performance may be changing.

Prediction Monitoring
Intervals

Monitor if predictions fall outside of predetermined bounds.

Model Deployment
Inventory

Comprehensive overview of all models in production.

Service Health

Track model-specific deployment latency, throughput, and error rate.

Model Assurance
DataRobot incorporates safeguards into all the models it creates. This ensures your models will provide predictions
even during times of data drift or change.
Missing Values
Resilience

All DataRobot models can accommodate missing values, even if trained with no

New Levels Resilience

All DataRobot models can accommodate new levels not seen before in the training

missing values.

or testing data.

Automated Feature
Selection

DataRobot automatically performs extensive feature selection to evaluate the
performance difference for a variety of feature lists.

Automated Model
Recommendation

DataRobot recommends the best model for your dataset after searching through

Automated Leakage
Detection

Once provided a target, DataRobot will highlight and may remove features that are

Adaptive Training
Schedules

DataRobot automatically identifies the optimal training schedule for deep learning

Synthetic AUC

Include the use of a synthetic AUC to rank the performance of anomaly models.

many candidate models.

identified as potential target leakage.

models, ensuring more consistent and accurate deep learning model training.
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Model Documentation, Validation, and Compliance
DataRobot automates many critical compliance tasks associated with developing a model and, by doing so,
decreases the time-to-deployment in highly regulated industries.
Blueprint
Documentation

The preprocessing and algorithms for every blueprint are documented. Documentation includes

Neural Network
Visualizer

The network layers and their sizes are offered in a visualization.

Automated Model
Compliance
Documentation

Automated documentation provides full insight into how a model is constructed, including

hyperparameter descriptions, settings, open source code (if available), and literature references.

the underlying assumptions, which are critical for regulated industries with compliance teams.

Modeling Review and Automated Model Testing Process
DataRobot builds “blueprints”, which represent the preprocessing and algorithm steps. Every blueprint is rigorously
evaluated before being placed into production. Blueprints are assessed on accuracy across thousands of datasets,
as well as other characteristics such as runtime, memory usage, and prediction consistency. For those blueprints
we choose to incorporate into the product, we have built out a suite of over 20,000 unique tests that run hundreds of
times a day to ensure our code accuracy and reliability.
When using third party (and internal) modeling libraries, DataRobot ensures a careful vetting process, from open
source license review, vulnerability scanning, build compatibility testing, and finally extensive modeling performance,
backwards compatibility tests and validation testing before any changes are approved and added to the product.
In this way, DataRobot is able to deliver a vast array of modern open source machine learning tools to diverse
environments while guaranteeing consistent, reliable results, enterprise-grade security, and strict
regulatory compliance.

Collaboration
Break down AI and ML silos, bring teams together to build high-impact ML and AI faster.

Sharing to Remove
Silos

Users can promote knowledge sharing and collaboration across users, groups, or their entire
organization – allowing them to generate more value from their AI projects using DataRobot.
Maintain full control over what other collaborators can and cannot do with your shared object
in DataRobot with built in roles and permissions on the shared object.

Notification Policies

Enforce policies for when specific users / tools need to be notified / alerted for DataRobot
specified events. Know about and fix an issue before your application users do.

Comments, Tags, and
Notifications

Users can comment and tag other users on a particular Use Case, dataset in a Catalog,
and model on the leaderboard to increase knowledge share and collaboration throughout
their ML workflow.
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Governance and Security
Single Sign-on

Boost productivity of a workforce and IT department by providing seamless, secure
access to and scalable management of apps, including DataRobot.
** Not available on our Managed AI Cloud at the moment.

Multi-factor
Authentication

Two-step verification process that helps safeguard access to DataRobot while
maintaining simplicity for users. It provides additional security by requiring a
second form of authentication and delivers strong authentication.

Built-in Roles for
DataRobot

DataRobot has several built-in roles that you can assign to users, groups, or the
entire organization. Role assignments are the way you control access to the different
areas of the DataRobot platform.

Automated User
Provisioning

DataRobot enables you to automate the creation, maintenance, and removal of user
access by streamlining access control based on role, department, location, title, and
other attributes. Changes in Active Directory are synchronized to tools like DataRobot
within seconds.

Audit Logs

Help security teams maintain audit trails in DataRobot by providing visibility over user
activity in DataRobot with our Activity Monitor. This maintains audit logs for administrative,
modeling / deployment, and prediction activity.

Self-administer Users
for Your Account

DataRobot’s self-administration capabilities.

Approval Workflows

Ability to set priority levels for deployment and create approval workflow to ensure review

Reduce the time to manage DataRobot user accounts in your organization by leveraging

of deployments.
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Data AI, Machine Learning and Data Cataloging and Data Connectivity
DataRobot’s AI Catalog is a centralized collaboration hub for working with data and related assets. The AI Catalog
can be connected to multiple data sources and allows you to seamlessly find, share, tag, and reuse data as well as
execute simple data preparation. Data assets within AI Catalog can either be snapshots of tables/files or be queried
dynamically from your data source. If the data is Snapshotted, those snapshots can be automatically refreshed
periodically, and are also automatically versioned to preserve lineage and enhance the overall governance
capabilities of DataRobot.
DataRobot has tested support for the following:

Data Connections

Databases & Data Lakes:
HDFS*, Hive, KDB, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, AWS Athena,
Amazon Redshift, Snowflake, Presto, TD-Hive, Google Cloud Storage,
Azure Blob Storage, or Amazon S3.
Generic Data Connectors:
Import Data from URL HTTP, HTTPS, JDBC**
*If deployed on Hadoop
**If non-SaaS

File Types

..csv, .dsv, or .tsv, database tables, .xls, .xlsx, compressed formats .gz
.bz2, .tar, .zip, .tar.gz/.tgz, .tar.bz2

Data Ingest Limitations

With the DataRobot managed cloud environment, dataset size is limited to 1 Gig
uncompressed. Larger ingest is available when installed within on-premise installations
(physical hardware or VPC).

Data Prep

DataRobot Paxata data preparation
SQL pre-processing
Spark SQL blending
q-code

Calendar Support

Supports calendar files for single series and multi series.
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